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Now live on Instagram!

� @smhi.se was launched November 28th 2016

� The idea is to let the people of Sweden share their 
image of weather, wind and water under our
tag #smhiväder

� Share a picture from the tag on our account 
3-5 times a week.

� After 8 months we have around 3,000 followers,
and nearly 36,000 photos have been shared  under
#smhiväder.



The nine most popular 
posts and how many
Instagram users that 
have seen them.

users.  



Strengths with Instagram

� reach a new, younger audience.

� Photo driven content is perfect when it comes to
explaining phenomena and what is
going on with the weather.

� we can use Instagram as a photo- and
video source when it comes to news and blogposts.



A strange cloud appeared over
the skiresort Åre! With our
experts help (who could tell it was
a Altocumulus lenticularis) the 
photo became a well-liked post 
on both Instagram and Facebook. 



Video: Windy in 
the mountains.



New ways of reaching out on Facebook

� Since last autumn, more video content on Facebook to spread our 
knowledge and news.

� Our videos is a mixture of photos 
and text, humor and sometimes 
music to set the right mood. 



� This video have been exposed to
nearly 1,100 000 Facebook users. 

� In a short 21 seconds sequence it tells
the story about the winter solstice.

� 47,500 people have liked/commented
the video.

� This can be compared to:
An average link post on our Facebook page
get exposed to 12,000 people and gets
150 likes/comments.



We have also…

� Made short trailers with our experts where they in
30 seconds explain what they will talk about in 
public seminars.

� Made videos that explain new services that can be
found on our webpage.

� Published videos that shows rare phenomena 
caught on tape and sent to us.



More popular posts, more engagement

� Photo driven material. For example, this 
post about this seasons first northern lights �

� The ”copy”. Engaging our audience 
with questions and using humor. 

� Our Facebook page has become a 
hangout place where you can get answers 
from our experts and service desk.

� Our service desk is an important part of
the communication at Facebook. We have 
become faster and better at answering post 
and mails at Facebook.



The next step

� Facebook live – during extreme weather, weekend-weather etc.
� Chat forums – get the chance to talk to our meteorologist/experts.
� More graphics – how can we make statistics fun?
� More weather content with support from our meteorologists.



Twitter - what´s going on?

� Our target group is journalists, decision makers etc.

� Right now we´re focusing on: 
Our ”copy” and more tweets from events, workshops, seminars.

� More weather content, dialogue with meteorologists.

 Reached 1,800 
tweeters

 Reached 
2,000 tweeters





LinkedIn, a platform for branding 

� LinkedIn has at SMHI naturally been ”HR”          lately, other content than just 
announcements.

� A good platform for branding. A great platform to spread information about 
courses, trainings. To tell the whole story about what we do at SMHI. 

� Videos, interviews and stories from 
the workplace.

� Some corporate news. 



A more personal way to spread the
messages about the search for a
new Head of Research at SMHI �



External ranking of social media activity  
(Swedish public agencies)



Perceived ability of using social media, 

apps & webb sites
(Swedish public agencies)
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